The Smart City
ambitions of
Bruges: WIFI4EU
as a helping hand
An indoor public network with
WIFI4EU
WIFI4EU is an innovation project of the European
Union. As a municipality, you can apply for a chance
to win a voucher worth 15.000 euros. That large sum
should then be used to install a public network in your
city or municipality. One of the f irst WIFI4EU winning
participants in Belgium was Bruges. Supported by the
voucher, they have been able to realize various public
indoor networks.

WiFi for everyone
It is the task of a city or municipality to meet the needs
of its residents. This is no different for the ICT team of the

The collaboration between Bruges and Citymesh started about

city of Bruges. One of the greatest and most complex

six years ago. Bruges’ ICT team got to know Citymesh through

challenges for cities is actually providing basic services

a previous blanket order. Their continued collaboration came

in public spaces. This service isn’t just a luxury service but

about after they compared Citymesh with other candidates
on a technical and service level. Citymesh emerged as the

serves, among other things, to close the digital divide for

strongest competitor. The cooperation was arranged through

families who do not have access to WiFi at home.

a new blanket order that was opened to municipalities from
the rest of Flanders. This way, other municipalities can benefit

Additionally, Bruges wants WiFi coverage in all public
buildings in the city. This also includes theatre halls, and

from the WIFI4EU voucher through a simplified procedure.

ICT-team Bruges

those networks must have separate access for artists
and visitors. This is where the WIFI4EU action came into
play. The priority of the Bruges ICT team for the WIFI4EU
voucher was undoubtedly indoor WiFi in the city theatre and other multifunctional buildings in the city. With
Citymesh as the installation company, the city got the
networks they desired.
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WIFI4EU as a helping hand

Solutions

The sum of 15.000 euros might seem hefty, but often still
doesn’t fully cover the costs of a new network. According

▶

▷ Visitors

to the ICT team, this is no surprise: “If you use the WIFI4EU

▷ Organization

voucher, you will also have to invest some of your budget.
The sum only covers part of the costs. But that does not

WiFi network for different target groups:

▶

Future-proof installation for:

alter the fact that the voucher is a good thing: cities and

▷ Digitization of courses

municipalities can always use the extra budget. The

▷ Live streams at events

registration itself was effortless and we arranged the rest
of the project together with Citymesh. You should see the

▶

Supporting M2M communication

voucher as a significant boost for projects that your ICT
team feels passionate about but never could get funding
for. The voucher makes it easier to convince others of
the value of a connectivity project. ”
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